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Landscape plays a large role in our farming system



I have incorporated many different 
conservation practices into my farming system 

• I’m constantly adapting my system and 
practices to changing conditions and 
situations

• The conservation practices are in place so that 
we can continue to drive towards and reach 
production and economic goals

• These practices have contributed to reducing 
sediment, phosphorus and nitrogen loss-see 
Discovery Farms info in the article or on the 
website



No-till in high residue…find the right hybrids



Waterway with extended grassy stabilization 
area to protect from erosion and slow entry to stream



Cover Crops, Then and Now







I’ve stolen my best cover cropping ideas 
from everyone else



Seeding alfalfa into standing rye

Thank you Corey Leis for this idea!

Before After



Custom combine operator says…’You got a problem’

Thank you Elk Creek Watershed group for this idea!



Cover Crop Mixes

Forage Mix S-C Mix

 Winter Rye  75#/ac $13.50

 Red Clover .3#/ac     $ 0.80

 Cost was                  $14.30

 W Rye    25#/ac     $4.50

 W W 25#/ac     $1.80

 Red Clover  .3#      $0.80

 Cost was               $7.10

Courtesy Derek Van de Hey, New Horizons Dairy

Trying for next year…no need to spend $30-40 per acre



Post Winter Wheat Mix

 Red Clover     1#/ac    $2.70

 Sunflowers 1#/ac        $1.65

 Winter Peas 3.75#       $3.38

 Tillage Radish  .5#      $0.75

 Purple Top   .25#        $0.50

 White Dutch   .15#     $0.60

 Cost was                    $9.58

Courtesy Derek Van de Hey, New Horizons Dairy



Should we farm the best 
and leave the rest?



In field practices and in stream practices protect in big storms 





Slow water and remove shade



At grade stabilization structures (dams) slow water 
movement and trap sediment coming from wooded areas







Water quality results and 
supporting information can 
be found at UW Discovery 
Farms website
www.uwdiscoveryfarms.org



If you need to reach me, have 
your people talk to my people

Joe Bragger
braggfam@triwest.com




